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Garbhadhan, Simantonuyan and Namakarari, etc., described1
before (See Anti Verse 13-17. Chapter 75.) in his spiritual
re-birth.
The rite of Garbhadhan in the present case, signifies the
elevation and conversion of the soul of the disciple, by
breaking through the bonds of the flesh through his own
exertion, towards and into the sonship of the god Rudra;
while the rite of Punsavana should be interpreted as a mani-
festation of the soul—attributes in the initiated, unaffected
by the workings of Maya or illusion* The spontaneous
dawning of the true knowledge on the mind of the disciple,
clouded by the darkness of illusion until such spontaneous
lamination, should be known as the rite of Simantabandhan
in the instance under discussion; while the development and
evolving out of the principle of absolute bliss (Shiva) within
the disciple should be designated as the act of taking birth
in this form of spiritual initiation—the wakening of conscious-
ness in a human child, like the other acts described above,
having had its prototype in the wakening of the notion of
personal identity with the supreme blissful one, in the soul
of the initiated, which has become equal to the Supreme Being
io spiritual perfection. Then the preceptor should jcarry
into the lotus of his heart his o^n sou!, manifest as an
effulgent spark of fire, by exhibiting the mudra known as
the Sanhar mudra; and utter the mantra, principally sacred
to the god, by practising the Kumbhaka Yoga, (restraining
the breath wind while engaged in meditation) and by bring-
ing about an union of the god Shiva and his own soul in
his heart, &ad them he should retain therein the two abovesaid
entities, made one, as it were, by a process of mental
fusion (9—15)-
Then the preceptor, well-versed in the procedure of sacri-
ficial xeremonies, should carry the said principal mantra
vita ttfe occult stream of his pure consciousness through the

